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SDSU officials address
derogatory LGBT+
message on student door
IAN LACK
Reporter
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Jack Dalrymple, governor of North Dakota, issued a state emergency to evacuate the Oceti Sakowin camp Monday, Nov. 28. Dalrymple cited a lack of
sanitation at the camp as well as an approaching blizzard.

Converging on Standing Rock:
The people of Sacred Stone

GARRETT AMMESMAKI
Reporter
On a windswept hill overlooking Cannonball River, Elizabeth Hallett sat in
the warm interior of her idling silver
rental car. She looked thoughtful and,
at times, unsure.
“I’ve always had a tremendous feeling for the Indians, which came from
my mother,” Hallett said.
Fifty miles south of Bismarck,
North Dakota and a thousand miles
from home, Hallett’s eyes glistened as
she relayed a story her mother had told
her.
“My mother always, whenever she
spoke of Native Americans, said they
had a bad deal,” Hallett said, “so I
grew up with this sense of — maybe
even the obligation — to do whatever I
could for Native Americans.”
Hallett lives in Ashland, Oregon.
She turns 93 in February and traveled
over 1,500 miles to the Sacred Stone
encampment to stand with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in their protest of
the $3.78 billion Dakota Access Pipeline.
As the protest goes on, people continue to pour into the Oceti Sakowin
camp, even as the possibility of a harsh
North Dakota winter bears down upon
them.
The Governor of North Dakota,
Jack Dalrymple, issued a state of emergency for the Oceti Sakowin camp
Monday, Nov. 28. Gov. Dalrymple demanded the campers leave, citing a
lack of sanitation at the camp as well
an approaching blizzard.
It is unclear whether or not the
edict will get the campers to move.
Clashes between the protesters and
police continue to escalate and, even
though the Army Corp of Engineers
has given them an eviction date of Dec.
5, campers continue their work of winterizing their camp sites.
One Wednesday, the camp received
a semi-truck full of donated hay for insulation. Almost immediately campers
started unloading the bales with military-like precision.
It was a near-silent operation, with
most of the noise coming from the
idling diesel engine.
A man named Wanderer was on the
ground. Underneath the shadow of the
tractor trailer, Wanderer ruffled bits of
hay from his hair and scraggly beard.
Wanderer grew up on the Gulf
Coast of Florida. He came to the Oceti
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Elizabeth Hallett, 92, has traveled about 1,500 miles to stand in support of Native Americans against
the Dakota Access Pipeline. Hallett said she’s doing what she can to help at the encampment.

Sakowin camp because of what he witnessed after the Deep Horizon oil spill.
“The coastline looked like garbage.
It destroyed the economy, people were
getting sick from the water,” Wanderer said.
His father owned 15 fishing boats
and after the spill his fleet shrunk
down to one.
“Whether who you wanna believe
in religiously or even spiritually, we’re
all on this planet for one basic goal,”
Wanderer said, “... and the fact that we
have people who wanna put our lives
up for profit — whether it be oil companies, whether it be the chemical
companies or the food companies —
we can’t keep letting that stand. We’ve
gotta fight. We’ve gotta fight.”
That same day three semi-trucks
carrying donated wood arrived. From
over the loudspeaker a voice said the
wood was for anyone. That is what the
infrastructure of the Oceti Sakowin
camp is based upon: you take what you
need and you give what you can.
Kitchens spot the camp offering
hot food and coffee for anyone who is
hungry. There are donation tents with
hats, gloves, sweaters and coats; anything needed to survive the North Dakota winter. All the people ask in return is help with work.
“(Oceti Sakowin is) phenomenal,”
said Jennifer Martel, coordinator of
the Sitting Bull College Visitor Center on Standing Rock Indian Reservation. The camp is like a small town

The Oceti Sakowin camp, near the Standing Rock Reservation, stands on Army Corps of Engineer’s land between the
work site of the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) and Cannonball River.
The population of the Oceti Sakowin camp, the largest of
three camps that make up the greater Sacred Stone encampment, fluctuates between 1,500 - 2,000 people during the
week and sometimes doubling or tripling over the weekend,
according to Jennifer Martel, coordinator of the Sitting Bull
Visitor Center on Standing Rock Indian Reservation.
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that sprung up overnight, “with people from all over the world — that’s the
crazy part.”
Martel estimates that people from
at least 22 countries have been through
the Oceti Sakowin camp.
Moji Agha, former psychologist and
a self-proclaimed full-time activist,
came to Sacred Stone because he saw
similarities between the protest and
something that happened in his home
country of Iran.
“Sixty-three years ago, (BP) had the
audacity to say to the Iranian people
that the oil underneath the soil, ‘because we extracted it, is ours,’” Agha
said. “So, here is another oil company lording over … another oppressed
people. So I said ‘hey, I need to go and
stand with my brother and sisters.’”
The sky was a white haze and wind
rattled the frame of the small car. Elizabeth Hallett wore a long red gown
and a blue-knit hat. She looked out
over the busy encampment.
“I was not sure if I should come”
Hallett said. She cannot walk for long
or take part in any manual labor.
Despite her physical restrictions,
Hallett is determined to help the people of the Sacred Stone encampment in
any way she can.
“I was not sure if I should come
... there is always the temptation of
self-aggrandizement,” Hallett said, “...
which for me, at this time of life, is
very unattractive ... but I feel drawn
here.”

On Labor Day weekend, Martel estimated 8,000 people called
the Oceti Sakowin camp home.
The pipeline is being built on land promised to the Standing Rock Sioux in the 1851 Treaty of Fort Laramie. It also is
planned to run underneath the Missouri River, the only source
of fresh water for the Standing Rock Sioux Indian Reservation.
The Standing Rock Sioux tribe has brought a lawsuit against
the Army Corp of Engineers, as well as Energy Transfer
Partners of Dallas, the company responsible for building the
pipeline.

University officials have met with a student
who was targeted with derogatory LGBT+
messages written on his residence hall door
and are analyzing the situation.
The South Dakota State University Residential Life and Human Resources offices
reached out to Tanner Johnson to gather information and offer support, while encouraging students to report any concerns about
situations like this to their offices.
While it cannot be determined that the
messages written are related to the election,
the writing draws similarities to hate crimes
that have been reported across the country.
Three derogatory messages were written on a dry erase board on Johnson’s residence hall door after he hung a gay pride
flag on the door on Nov. 9. Johnson is a junior history education major and identifies
as bisexual.
After this, Johnson took the board on
his door down but left the pride flag to show
that “people can’t get away with things like
this just by bullying them.”
“It worries me that people think this
way, but it doesn’t make me feel unsafe. I’ll
be putting the board back up eventually,
even with the possible risk of this happening
again,” Johnson said.
Johnson met with Residential Life representatives following the incidents. He also
met with Title IX officials on Nov. 23 to discuss the messages written on his door.
Director of Residential Life Jeff Hale
confirmed that his office has contacted both
the University Police Department and Title
IX officials. He has been in communication
with Johnson and has met to offer counsel
to him after the first message appeared.
“Thankfully, this behavior is not indicative of our students at SDSU. We have campus resources available to students too, like
the GSA and counseling services,” Hale said.
“We have had situations like this in the past
related to discrimination, but those situations have not been frequent and when they
do occur they are dealt with sincerity.”
In his meeting with Title IX officials,
Johnson said he discussed the writing and
what can be done to educate students within
the campus about differences in identity.
Michelle Johnson, Title IX and Equal
Opportunity Coordinator, said Human Resources cannot confirm that there is an investigation for the safety of the student involved.
She said it is important for students to
report any questions on incidents that happen to them on campus as soon as possible.
Doug Wermedal, associate vice president of student affairs, said there will likely be a Title IX and law enforcement investigation into the messages. There will also be
a meeting held on Johnson’s floor following
Thanksgiving Break.
“When students are impacted by something like this, we have the responsibility to
respond every time,” Wermedal said. “We remain constantly vigilant in maintaining the
safety of our students, but our ability to educate tolerance is something we pursue vigorously.”

Continued to A6

Agriculture research
reaches all-time high
PATRICK BOWDEN
Reporter
Research grants for the College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences have risen 25
percent in the past year. More than $21 million a year will now provide funding for a
larger number of research projects.
South Dakota State University officials,
however, do not attest this to a specific key
project or development, but rather to improved research content and proposals that
have helped secure more grants than ever
before. These funds come from federal and
state agencies, commodity groups and the
agriculture industry.
Obtaining this research money is a continual and competitive process for colleges,
especially when funding sources decrease,
according to William Gibbons, interim associate dean for agriculture research.
This competition is the reason the department pushed to improve their proposal papers justifying how they will spend research dollars and convey the intent of their
work.
“These efforts, along with the tremendous work ethic and intellect of our faculty,
are now paying dividends in terms of more
research funding coming to SDSU,” Gibbons
said.
This hard work has been put into both
research content development as well as the
presentation of the consent, or the proposals, said Daniel Scholl, College of Agriculture and Biological Science interim dean.
Between the two, the determining factor is
the quality of the research project ideas.
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“The bottom line is the faculty are
doing good work and we’re trying to
give them the freedom to do that, which
is why we see such an increase … we
have focused on being enabling to faculty,” Scholl said. “Faculty are working
really hard, they are the ones doing the
work and winning proposals.”
There have been multiple workshops
that cater to improving proposals for
both experienced researchers as well as
inexperienced researchers, according to
Ann Taecker, grant coordinator.
These workshops have paid off as
the higher amount of research dollars
correlate with the improved proposal
successes, according to Gibbons.
In coordinating these workshops,
Taecker has brought in speakers such
as SDSU Institutional Repository Coordinator Michael Biondo. Biondo is in
charge of the Open PRAIRIE (Public
Research Access Institutional Repository and Information Exchange) database
and was brought in to help researchers
become acquainted with this new system.
Taecker also plans on holding a panel of federal agency officials who review
grants submitted by researchers to better understand what they look for in
proposals.
When secured, these research dollars go toward labor expenses, research
equipment, supplies, contracted services and other miscellaneous costs that
go into successful research.
Shirley Jensen, senior accountant
in the finance office, has played an “important part of the team” that helps secure grants for more than 25 years, according to Taecker. Jensen works with
researchers directly to prepare budgets
for the proposals.
“Her attention to detail is fantastic
and it’s something the researchers really like … I want to make sure that is acknowledged,” Taecker said. “I could not
do what we do without her.”
Current agriculture research projects cover a wide range of categories
that Gibbons said can have an immediate impact on producers. He also said
these categories — which include microorganisms, plants, animals, human
health issues, agricultural engineering, dairy science, economics and natural resource management — can impact
South Dakota, the United States and
potentially the world.
One such example, according to
Gibbons, is a device that has been patented by the Department of Agriculture
and Biosystems Engineering that attaches to combines in order to prevent
field fires during the combining process
of sunflowers.
“This was a very serious safety and
economic issue in central and western
South Dakota, and our researchers have
solved this problem, with companies
now incorporating this system into their
combines,” Gibbons said.
Gibbons said some of the more basic research topics are to understand
the “fundamental questions about the
structure, function or regulation” of
what they’re dealing with.
Depending on what is discovered,
the topic can either continue to be funded into a higher area of specialty or
dropped off of funding entirely.
“For example, we have some researchers working to understand the
population composition and dynamics of microbes in the intestinal systems
of livestock animals … they may then
be able to later determine methods to
achieve and maintain an optimal microbial population in the gut to enhance
animal health and performance,” Gibbons said.
While this is a high level of success
for agriculture research at SDSU, Gibbons anticipates funding to either level
off or decline in the next five to 10 years.
To combat this, college faculty members
are setting higher goals to increase research expenditures. This goal is to have
research funding at more than $30 million in three years.
“Our expectations throughout SDSU
are to continue increasing our research
funding and expenditures,” Gibbons
said. “President Dunn has listed this as
one of his top priorities, and we, in the
College of Ag and Biological Science,
are working hard to continue the trend
of increased research funding and expenditures.”
College faculty also plan to “work
closely with commodity groups and industrial partners” to stray away from
the uncertainty of federal and state
grants, Gibbons said.
One example of this is a joint research focus the college has generated
with General Mills for oat breeding this
past summer. According to Gibbons,
General Mills has also shown interest in
more collaborative research with SDSU
in the future.
“In terms of specific research topics,
there are many innovative projects that
our researchers are working on,” Gibbons said. “Many of these will continue in the future, or could transition into
novel off-shoot projects depending on
the findings.”
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Bright blue lights sit on top of call boxes around campus. In case of an emergency, students are able to contact UPD at the press of a button. In 2016, there have
been false alarms which are most common during busy times on campus such as Future Farmers of America week, campus group tours and Hobo Day.

Safety call box alarms problematic for
students, University Police Department
PATRICK BOWDEN
Reporter
Hobo Day 2016 saw four cases of false
blue light call box alarms on campus.
This has been a continuing trend the
University Police Department does not
have tolerance for and can land the suspect with a class-one misdemeanor, a
$1,000 fine and up to a year in jail.
Ironically, false alarms are the most
common use of the call boxes located
around campus, said Tim Heaton, UPD
Chief.
The 2016 Annual Security Report said
false alarms “create a feeling of false security,” which can take away the urgency
from an actual emergency.
“You get that feeling [to not take it seriously after a false alarm], but every time
an alarm goes off, we have to go because
we don’t know what it is,” Heaton said.
“If it’s someone having a heart attack or
someone being attacked you want to be
there, so you don’t want to be dragging
your feet if it’s an emergency.”
False alarms are most common during
Future Farmers of America week, campus
group tours and busy events like Hobo
Day, Heaton said.
False alarms, however, are not the
only problems surrounding these call boxes.
Since the boxes were originally installed in 1998, at $4,000 a unit, their reliability has been put to the test when,
on multiple occasions, black plastic bags
have covered the illuminating blue light
on top of the unit — indicating an out-oforder call box.
Senior biology and nutrition major
Shivon Barwari believes not having these
call boxes in order defeats the purpose of
having them altogether.
“I assumed they were out of order
and, with a sarcastic laugh like what’s the
point then? Because then you essentially have nothing there to begin with,” Barwari said. “It’s even worse knowing something is there but it’s broken.”
The department of Facilities and Services oversees the maintenance of the call
boxes. Jim Weiss, director of Facilities
and Services, said the cold South Dakota
winters cause the batteries to drain low or
die — rendering the box unusable.
Tests are performed on the boxes to
ensure their battery life and radio signal
strength.
“We do it [tests], probably monthly
radio tests; it’s periodical because they are

self-diagnostic [machines],” Weiss said.
“The batteries we keep on hand so we can
fix the next day.”
Students understand issues with
maintenance and believe they should be
expected to not work all of the time, said
junior agriculture business major Brianna Buseman.
“I guess I wasn’t here when they had
those issues, but like most things you expect a battery to wear out over time but
[it’s fine] as long as they’re keeping up on
it,” Buseman said.
On the other hand, the units sometimes need to be shipped to their parent company Call24 Security & Callbox
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, for
internal upgrades or repair — a process
Weiss said can take anywhere from a couple of days to several weeks.
The decision to put plastic bags over
the units was to inform students the units

“

I don’t know that it’s a
huge impact [having the
call boxes,] but it gives
us another feature on
campus to promote safety
to know if something has
happened.
Tim Heaton
University Police Department Chief

were out of order and to not give them a
false sense of security in an emergency
situation.
“When one of them goes down, I
would rather a black bag be put on it
rather than people think that it’s working,” Heaton said.
According to Weiss, three years ago
the call boxes underwent internal upgrades and were out of order for weeks
at a time. During this period, the boxes’
circuit boards were upgraded, they narrowed their band compliance for the Federal Communication Commission standard and changed frequencies.
Students who were on campus at the
time of these extended repairs remember them being down and say their down
time was “unsettling,” Barwari said.
“I mainly remember them from fresh-

man year, but I remember them being
down for weeks at a time so I think it
should be a lot faster, but other than that
I assume they [normally] work,” Barwari
said.
Heaton said during this period he received some “backlash and got some
phone calls” for the out-of-order call boxes from students and students’ parents in
regards to lowered security on campus.
Since these upgrades, Heaton said the
call box repair time has decreased and the
boxes continue to have a positive impact
on campus safety.
Two factors that help impact the boxes’ effect on campus safety have been their
location and their around-the-clock service, according to Heaton.
The locations were chosen through
student surveys of foot traffic to determine where they would be most effective.
And while Facilities and Services staff are
responsible for the maintenance of the
boxes’, UPD is responsible for sending
someone from dispatch to the call box location.
Buseman believes the location of these
boxes are adequate and “seem to be centered where there’s a lot of traffic at night.”
Call boxes have not been the only
evolving security on campus. Heaton said
SDSU has taken strides in decreasing
crime on campus since he started with
UPD. Campus lighting and officer patrol
saturation, among others, are what Heaton attests have lowered crime rates since
he started.
“I don’t know that it’s a huge impact
[having the call boxes,] but it gives us another feature on campus to promote safety to know if something has happened,”
Heaton said. “We still have incidents, but
the number of vandalisms where people
didn’t see anything have diminished quite
a bit.”
Heaton added that while the technology of these boxes is dated, they keep
them on campus for a suitable reason.
“There would be a lot of things we
could improve on those boxes, but right
now we’re just using that as an extra safety measure and we’re adding cameras all
the time to keep an eye on campus,” Heaton said.
Buseman also believes having these
boxes on campus has a positive impact.
“I think that it’s a beneficial thing for
them to have, I don’t know how much
they were used but I think it’s more safe
to have them in place rather than not
have them,” Buseman said.

Hobo Dough celebrates 20 years, reflects on history
BRIANNA SCHREURS
Reporter

Hobo Dough has rooted itself at South
Dakota State University over the past
20 years.
Hobo Dough was officially released
July 1, 1997. It was made to replace
cash to make on- and off-campus purchases more convenient, according to
Card Services.

“The best thing about Hobo Dough
is the convenience of use and the fact
that the balance will stay on the card
year to year,” said Vicki Hemstad, Card
Services program assistant.
From the beginning, Weary Wil has
been the face of campus currency, and
though Hobo Dough has always been
available to anyone with a campus ID,
Hobo Dough has not always been its
name. In 1996 when the idea was de-

veloping, students, staff and faculty had separate accounts. The staff and
faculty account was called Campanile
Cash. The name eventually became the
norm for both accounts.
Kendell Rohrbach, card services
manager, said Hobo Dough’s purpose
has not changed much in the past 20
years, but the program has grown.
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Group creates voice for graduate students

“When we started, there were six off-campus
merchants who took it and we only had 10 laundry rooms,” Rohrbach said.
“As the university has grown we have built
more residential halls, more laundry rooms. Every dining place accepts it if you run out of money on your meal plan. Our off-campus merchants
are up to 18 right now.”
Card Services staff members are looking to
add businesses to its Hobo Dough roster.
“We’ve added a few, we’ve lost a few. We’ve
added the Brookings Blizzard and the Outdoor
Adventure Center,” Rohrbach said. “It’s some activities that students can use so it’s not just eating places.”
Jessica Peterson, card services program assistant, said using Hobo Dough off campus has its
perks.
“Many of the off-campus merchants, if you
pay with Hobo Dough, you get an extra something,” Peterson said. “Like at Qdoba, you get a
free soda. All of them have a plus for using Hobo
Dough at their business.”
While the function of Hobo Dough has remained constant, it wasn’t always required.
Avis Beninga, senior secretary, remembers
when Hobo Dough accounts were optional.
“It makes me laugh when I look back and you
had to apply to have Hobo Dough on their card,
and now it’s on every ID that we issue,” Beninga said.
In honor of everything Hobo Dough has become, Card Services celebrated the anniversary
Nov. 16 and 17 by passing out cider, cookies and
prizes to anyone who stopped by.
Kasey Schmidt, junior agricultural education
major, was thrilled to find out she won something.
“I stopped in cards service and filled out
a slip with my name and ID. I won a free car
wash,” Schmidt said. “I didn’t know how many
people were going to enter or heard about the
drawing. It felt good.”
The celebration has been used as a form of
education, too.
Peterson said many people on campus are not
informed about what Hobo Dough can do.
“Over the past few days, we’ve had a lot of
people stop in and they’ll ask questions,” Peterson said. “We do have people here and there who
will randomly win a prize of Hobo Dough and
say, ‘I don’t have a Hobo Dough account.’ They
do, everyone does. It’s just that they weren’t informed.”
The Card Services Office want to continue to
grow the service as the future progresses.
“We are always slowly growing,” Rohrbach
said. “We’ve had a pretty good 20-year history.”

KATHERINE CLAYTON
Editor-in-Chief
The Graduate Student Coalition
formed this year with the overall
goal of uniting graduate students.
Graduate students were informed last spring there would be
a change in the stipends they receive and tuition would be free. This
change was not communicated with
students until it was finalized. Many
of the graduate students did not
support the change.
To prevent miscommunication in
the future, several graduate students
created an organization dedicated
to hearing the needs of the graduate
student population, which is about
1,400 students.
“We need an organization that
represents graduate students because our voice tends to get muted because we play dual roles a lot of
the time,” said Jess Peterson, communication studies graduate student. “As [teaching assistants], we’re
looked at as faculty but also as researchers and students and we get
lost in the mix a lot of the time.”

The previous organization for
graduate students “fell by the wayside,” Peterson said. The lack of
communication between the graduate students and the Graduate
School led to the official creation of
the coalition this fall.
Peterson, communication chair
for the coalition, said a concern of
the group’s is creating a structure
that will last from year to year.
The coalition is not connected to
the Graduate School.
“Being a student organization
run by students separate from the
Graduate School kind of gives people an area to voice their grievances
a little more confidently and not feel
silenced,” Peterson said.
This semester, the coalition advocated for 24-hour library access
for graduate students, which was
passed by Students’ Association
for all students. The group has also
been hearing the concerns of their
fellow graduate students.
“Our main goal is to … communicate as much as we can about what
is happening at the university,” said
Karla Rodriquez Hernandez, vice

chair and student liaison.
Kinchel Doerner, the Graduate
School dean, welcomes the coalition
to campus and acknowledges the
need for an organization like it.
“Any kind of graduate student organization where graduate students
can come together across cross-disciplinary boundaries we welcome,
we want it to happen,” Doerner said.
“I think we need more of it on this
campus.”
Cross-disciplinary interaction is
a hope for both Doerner and Peterson.
“Unless they’re in your discipline, you don’t get an opportunity
to meet other people from the graduate school so we’re hoping that this
is almost like an outreach point,” Peterson said.
Ultimately, the coalition members want to help their fellow graduate students.
“If you come talk to us, we will
try to help you the best we can,” Peterson said. “If we don’t know the
answer, we will tell everyone the
situation and hopefully someone
knows how to handle it.”

FEATURE PHOTO:

DAILY CRIME LOG
11.22.16
• 12:06 a.m. @ SDSU Police Dept.
Stalking, Resisting Arrest.
• 3:13 a.m. @ Ben Reifel Lot. Student
Conduct Referral.
11.23.16
• 12:06 a.m. @ Waneta Hall. 2 Underage
Consumption.
• 12:06 a.m. @ Waneta Hall. Furnishing
Alcohol to Minor.
• 12:06 a.m. @ Waneta Hall. Underage
Consumption, Common Nuisance.

Classifieds
HELP WANTED / SERVICES OFFERED: M&S
Business Cleaning. Hours from approx. 5 to 9 p.m.,
1 to 5 days per week available. For more information call (605) 690-1554.
Are you looking to make some extra cash? Do
you want to be your own boss? Join my team
today! This business is perfect for college students because you work when you want to work.
All you need is WIFI and a love for social media.
Programs and incentives available! Contact Jenny
at 605-864-0637 or visit www.jrj.myrandf.biz for
more information! Don’t miss out on this amazing
opportunity!
HOUSING FOR RENT/SALE: For Rent: 1 bedroom, quiet, efficient apt in Tri-Plex. 423 8th Ave
S. Call (605) 690-2356.
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Tatanka Ice, from Wounded Knee, South Dakota, joined the protest against the Dakota Access Pipeline. “The last time this tribe came together they
killed Custer,” Ice said. “What I found out here — how would you put it in English? U.N.I.T.Y. Unity.”
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Do you
‘pass’ in
Trump’s
America?

Editorial

Issue:
A derogatory message targeted a student earlier this
month. That’s not acceptable.
Imagine walking back to your residence hall after a long day of responsibilities.
You walk through the hallway
slowly. As you approach your door,
you find a derogatory message written there — the place you call home.
That remark follows you through
the doorframe, clouding your
thoughts into the evening.
It follows you the next day as you
walk out of your hall and into your
first class. And the next class. And the
next class. And into the next day.
The remark follows you as you’re
sitting across from university and
campus police officials.
You are forced to relive the moment someone dehumanized your
entire existence. Everything you believe and everything you stand for.
That happened to Tanner Johnson. He wasn’t the first and he probably won’t be the last.
Johnson faced a derogatory message written on his residence hall
door. The message targeted his sexuality and the LGBTQ+ community.
That is why we, at The Collegian,
believe it is imperative that preventative actions are taken to encourage a
more tolerant and accepting campus
at South Dakota State University.
We recognize the steps the university must take to become a respectful campus, but they won’t be
effective unless there is a desire for
change.

College is where you come to
learn and to grow, to push yourself
and your ideas, to influence conversation for others and allow change for
yourself.
But for this change to happen,
there are many things this university
can do. There is a standard that discrimination will not be tolerated —
the problem is that it isn’t always enforced.
The first thing university officials should do to remedy this issue
and create a more accepting campus
is provide visible support for diverse
groups.
In the residence hall Johnson
lives in, they will be having a “mandatory” meeting and similar mandatory
meetings are being held across campus. Although having these meetings
will encourage conversation, it does
not take away the fact this meeting is
happening more than two weeks after the incident.
By having the discussion so far after the event, emotions have gone
from a burning fire for most, to a
small kindling. Although that is probably not true for Johnson, it is for
many.
There should have been proactive discussions to all incoming and
current students instead of reactionary meetings encouraged by university officials.
And the conversation shouldn’t
stop there.

There can be public discussion
groups, a campus-wide survey to understand the need or want for diversity education and a possible common
read topic. There can be more education for all community assistants
on how to be proactive in these situations, rather than having to react.
The university as a whole can take
a stance that all people deserve to and
will be treated with respect.
Take a stand against hateful
crimes like this one that degrade people.
When regular people don’t stand
up, when a university doesn’t make it
loud and clear that no kind of harassment is allowed, when people are silent and don’t take any stance — that
is taking the side of the oppressor and
perpetuating the issue.
President Barry Dunn said diversity is one of his key goals as SDSU’s new president in his inauguration speech. If this is his goal, we look
forward to experiencing a more diverse campus and what can be accomplished.
But diversity regards all people,
not just race. Diversity is more than
statistics on a paper or promotional pictures taken with two racially diverse students.
Diversity includes actions taken
to support those in diverse communities, and that’s the only way this university will truly become diverse and
accepting.

ELIF GABB
Opinion Editor

Stance:

South Dakota State officials need to take more preventative actions
to encourage a more tolerant and accepting campus.
The Collegian staff meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the editorial.
The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.
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I am fortunate enough to have
never worried about “passing”
in today’s society.
Used mostly in the transsexual and transgender communities, “passing” is the act of successfully appearing as a desired
definition of a person in the
world, according to transsexual.org. If a transsexual or transgender person does not “pass”
(for either a woman or man),
then this can put their safety at
risk.
Personally, it is deplorable
that anyone has to “pass” as
something to live in a safe environment — no one should fear
for their safety because they are
living authentically.
But this recent election has
made me think about “passing”
as a concept and who inevitably
will need to “pass” in Trump’s
America to live safely.
You see, I am incredibly lucky in that I have always
“passed” for a white, cisgendered and heterosexual female.
Even though this doesn’t get
close to describing me correctly.
Yes, I am white. But I
come from Muslim descent.
My mother is Turkish, where
the primary religion is Islam.
Hence all lineage on that side
of my family has followed Islam. But I am white, with
blonde hair and blue eyes, so I
don’t look like a “terrorist,” apparently.
I also look straight, but I am
not. I am actually a member of
the LGBTQ+ community. But
because my sexuality includes
being in heterosexual relationships, I can look straight.
In simple terms, I “pass.”
But what about those who
aren’t as lucky as me?
Those people who aren’t
white. Those people whose
faith has been made to look as
if it only harbors terrorism by
the new president-elect.
Or those who can’t pass as
straight? Those who have to
face the fact the new vice-president-elect has funded conversion therapy?
The only reason I can even
say all of these things is because
I “pass.” But I say them for a
reason, to fuel a discussion that
analyzes your own privilege. Or
perhaps your lack of it.
Luckily, I “pass” in Trump’s
America.
But the question is, do you?
Elif Gabb is the Opinion Editor
for The Collegian and can be reached
at egabb@sdsucollegian.com.
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Recounts, Hamilton, dodging the media: The Trump transition
BENJAMIN HUMMEL
Columnist
The past couple of weeks
have not been great for President-elect Trump.
With the repossession of his
Twitter account, he has managed to dig himself into new
holes, and even questioned
the legitimacy of the election
he won with one of his latest
tweets: “In addition to winning
the Electoral College in a landslide, I won the popular vote if
you deduct the millions of people who voted illegally.”
Maybe this should not come

Volume 131 • Issue 12

as a surprise to anyone, but
Trump seems to have lost the
substance of his own argument
against a recount. If anything,
this is only providing more
grounds for the democratic establishment to conduct an investigation into the election.
Delving further into the conflict surrounding our president-elect is a harrowing experience, but is not complete without his feud with the cast, and
consequently its millions of
fans, of the Broadway musical
and pop culture phenomenon,
“Hamilton.”
While many of its actors and
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actresses have openly expressed
their distaste of Trump in ad
campaigns, they drew Trump’s
attention when Vice President-elect Mike Pence was asked
to stay after the curtain call.
Actor Victor Dixon, who
plays antagonist and narrator Aaron Burr, stepped out
during the applause and asked
Pence to stay behind. The audience, who had greeted Pence
with boos before the show began, was asked by Dixon to stop
booing, and asked Pence to listen to a plea from the cast who
was composed of “different colors, creeds, and orientations.”

Despite Pence saying in a Fox
News interview that he was not
offended by the speech, Trump
saw fit to scold the actors, claiming that the theater should be a
safe place.
Another concern cropping
up, shared by many Americans,
is that Trump cannot seem to resist making matters worse in order to protect his ego.
The presidency is not a place
for the thin-skinned, as criticism
can be thrown at the drop of a
hat. If President Obama were
to lose his cool after the Filipino President, Rodrigo Duterte,
openly insulted him and his ad-
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ministration, the global community would rethink negotiations
with the United States.
One can only imagine what
scandals an affluent businessman with a playboy personality
have wracked up in the past that
could generate conflict, and taking the ones already unearthed
in the duration of the election,
perhaps America ought to sit
back and brace themselves for
unsettling news.
Benjamin Hummel is an English
and speech & communications major
at SDSU and can be reached at benjamin.hummel@jacks.sdstate.edu.
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Discover your motivation to succeed

Stop talking about motivation

RACHEL ASTLEFORD
Columnist

ALEX BOGER
Columnist

Finding motivation can be one of the
hardest games of hide and seek.
One minute, I have it and it’s right
there in my brain and heart.
The next minute, I can’t seem to
summon it, no matter what I do. Not
having it makes me just want to stay in
bed all day.
Motivation is not always going to be
there.
I believe most of you already know
this, especially since we’re nearing the
end of the fall semester.
I find myself struggling to find motivation to finish out strong sometimes.
Yet, some days I feel motivated.
So how do we win this game of hide
and seek with motivation?
There’s no right or wrong answer.
Different people have particular
tactics when it comes to maintaining or
finding motivation.
It helps to remind myself of a goal
or to make a new goal for myself.
Ask yourself what you’re trying to
accomplish.
Why am I trying so hard to pass this
class? Why am I trying to eat healthy?
Why am I working to master this skill?
What is the overall goal?
You must question the purpose of
your actions if you expect yourself to
find the motivation to carry them out.
Most of us are mentally over this se-

mester and just want our classes to be
done.
This is where we need to seek out
the motivation to drive us until Winter Break.
I keep telling myself that I can do it.
I keep reminding myself that finishing
the semester strong is for the best. I
keep telling myself not to get lazy with
my studying.
I just keep reminding myself to seek
out the motivation currently hiding
from me.
The reason some people are so successful compared to others is that they
are constantly seeking out motivation
while others are leaving motivation in
its “hiding spot.”
These people never bother to find
motivation again after it disappears.
You need to seek out motivation
constantly.
I know it likes to hide, but you
have to find it if you plan to reach your
goals.
Never settle for being average. I
can’t stress that enough.
So, if you can master the game of
hide and seek with motivation, you can
master anything you want to do.
It’s just a matter of finding it and
using it to your advantage.
Rachel Astleford is a nutrition & dietetics major at SDSU and can be reached at
rachel.astleford@jacks.sdstate.edu.

Studying, doing homework, writing papers and lab reports, participating in
discussion posts — college students are
expected to do some (if not all) of these
things for three to five classes a semester.
This means being a college student
is a full-time job.
You should expect to be doing 40
hours of schoolwork per week to not
only pass your classes, but also learn
and apply fundamental principles that
will be part of your job for the rest of
your life.
When students come to college
many are unprepared for the amount
of work and studying expected of them
in the course of their degrees.
Many think they can just do their
work only when they are motivated and
end up leaving it until the last minute.
This procrastination makes for more
rushed work and worse comprehension
of the content covered.
Let’s be clear: we are at college to
learn things that will aid us in our future careers.
We aren’t here to party.
We aren’t here to eat Cheetos in our
underwear, drink mountain dew and
sit on the couch all day playing Call of
Duty.
We are here to learn.
One of the big issues I see with lot

college students is them saying they
simply aren’t motivated to do their
schoolwork.
Maybe it’s too boring. Maybe it’ll
take too long and they have something
better to do.
The biggest thing I have learned in
four years of undergraduate and oneand-a-half years of graduate school is
not to count on motivation.
Force yourself to start working.
Of course you would rather go to a
rave, but the assignments piling up on
your desk need to get done.
Once you get rolling on something
you will likely finish it, and when you
get all of your stuff done you are free
to go off to do anything your heart desires.
College is a time to discover yourself.
To find out what kind of friends
you will have. To find new and exciting
ways to have fun and express yourself.
But most importantly, it’s a time to
learn new things and get a perspective
on life and work that not all people get
a chance to see.
Now is the time to learn to force
yourself to work.
Now is the time to take the word
motivation out of your vocabulary.
Alex Boger is an agriculture & biosystems engineering graduate student at SDSU
and can be reached at alex.boger@jacks.sdstate.edu.

Columnist encourages creative methods to address food insecurity
KATHIE ERDMAN BECKER
Guest Columnist
The College of Arts and Sciences has
concluded its food drive challenge.
This year was a tight contest with
Journalism and Mass Communication
coming out on top with an impressive
47 items per employee.
But do these donations benefit just
those in the larger Brookings community? How many SDSU students experience food scarcity and how frequently?
Students enrolled in Introduction to
Experiential Learning collected and delivered the college donations, but they
also explored the problem of food scarcity among college students and local
food bank resources. Feeding America, a national nonprofit network of food
banks, estimates 20 percent of its college clients must routinely choose be-

tween academic expenses and food
throughout the year.
Even those who participate in programs such as SNAP (food stamps),
find they are unable to use that aid at
campus dining services or convenience
stores, as reported by MSNBC.
As stated in an article by Feeding
America, “Many college students who
experience food insecurity struggle to
reach milestones such as year-to-year
persistence and certificate or degree
completion and need additional institutional support to continue their studies.”
Across the country, campuses are
opening food pantries in addition to
those provided by the community to increase student access. According to the
College and University Food Bank Alliance, the number of campus food banks
has risen from 64 to 184 in the past five

years.
“Hunger on Campus” (a joint study
conducted in the spring of 2016 by the
College and University Food Bank Alliance, the National Student Campaign
Against Hunger and Homelessness, the
Student Government Resource Center and the Student Public Interest Research Groups) recommended educational leaders and policymakers address
student food insecurity with the following:
Colleges should pursue a wide range
of creative ways to address food insecurity, including the creation of campus
food pantries, campus gardens, food recovery programs and coordinated benefits access programs.
Policymakers should take steps to
improve students’ access to existing federal programs, including expanding the
SNAP eligibility requirements for col-

lege students, simplifying the FAFSA
process (particularly for homeless students) and adding food security measurements to the annual National Postsecondary Student Aid Study.
According to the National Student
Campaign Against Hunger & Homelessness, food scarcity is most likely to affect non-traditional students, first-generation students and students of color.
Given the SDSU student population, the idea that a significant number
of students may be going without food
or basic necessities on a regular basis should not be surprising, especially
those who live off campus.
What shall we do, SDSU?
Kathie Erdman Becker is the Coordinator of Experiential Learning at SDSU and
can be reached at kathie.erdman@sdstate.
edu.
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Public universities fuel
South Dakota economy
ESTHER SWIFT
Reporter
Public universities in South Dakota account for 17 percent of
the state’s federal funds, according to the Encyclopedia of
American Politics.
This, in part, is due to the influence of students in local communities, money generated from
the universities and an increased
workforce from university graduates.
“You can think of this university as the engine. What does the
engine take in? It takes in raw
talent, students, faculty and research dollars and the outcome
is trained professionals and research discoveries — both of
which have economic value and
drive the economy forward,”
said David Chicoine, professor
of economics and former president of South Dakota State University.

“

Those states that invest in
the intellectual capital of
their citizens are those that
will be able to compete in
the new economy.
Mike Rush
Executive Director and CEO, SDBOR

According to the 2010 South
Dakota Board of Regents economic impact study, South Dakota universities are responsible for $1.97 billion per year in
long-run economic impact. The
six SDBOR institutions bring in
more than $275 million in Federal Funds each year.
According to Chicoine, students are currently making large
impacts on the economy.
“Because students are here
and need to practice [in their academic fields], the communities
become the place in which they
practice,” Chicoine said.
Campus displays the efforts
of aspiring architecture students, nursing students, and en-

gineering students and other areas of focus. Chicoine refers to
these efforts as “value being created.”
Many of these students remain part of the South Dakota
workforce after graduation. According to the SDBOR economic impact study, nearly 33 percent of out-of-state students will
remain in South Dakota after
graduating.
Seth Goepferich, a freshman
pre-nursing student from Cottonwood, Minnesota, understands this point of view.
“A benefit of staying in South
Dakota would be the relatively low cost of living. As a person with likely student loans it
would make sense for me to stay
here,” Goepferich said.
Mike Rush, executive director and CEO of the SDBOR, collected most of the information
found in these SDBOR studies.
“College education is directly
correlated with greater economic vitality,” Rush said.
People who earn a four-year
degree make 72 percent more
in wages than those without a
college education, according to
Rush.
People who earn an associate
degree make 26 percent more
than someone without a college
education, and those with some
college education make 13 percent more. Since the recession in
2008, jobs requiring a bachelor’s
degree have grown by 82 percent, and jobs requiring an associate degree by 41 percent. Jobs
at the high school graduation
level have decreased by 14 percent, according to Rush.
A 2015 Georgetown study
on education and the workforce suggests that South Dakota
needs 65 percent of its citizens
to hold some type of post-secondary credential in order to
meet the job requirements for
the year 2020.
Rush believes higher education is what will help propel
South Dakota into a prosperous
economy. “Those states that invest in the intellectual capital of
their citizens are those that will
be able to compete in the new
economy,” Rush said.

SUBMITTED

On Nov. 9, Tanner Johnson returned to his residence hall room to find a deragatory message written on his whiteboard. Campus
and Title IX officials are taking steps to be more proactive in these events and improve acceptance of diversity across campus.

>> LGBT+ COMMENTS lated to the recent presidential election, given the amount
Continued from A1
Semehar Ghebrekidan, sociology graduate student and Students’ Association senator,
said she has received several incidents of discrimination
based on her race as an African American student. In several circumstances, Ghebrekidan said she was called racial slurs, both verbally and in
writing.
Following Title IX investigations with Ghebrekidan,
she felt as if Human Resources had not done enough.
“All Title IX did was send
me a letter saying they were
basically ‘sorry’ and that there
wasn’t enough evidence to do
anything every time something happened,” Ghebrekidan said. “It just really
sucks when you have discrimination and attacks directed at
you, and they aren’t able to do
anything about it.”
Ghebrekidan said she is
worried that this may be re-

Vitamin D crucial in manufacturing
mental, physical health in the winter
TAYLOR VOEGELE
News Editor
Finals are right around the corner and
becoming ill isn’t convenient during this
chaotic time. A lack of Vitamin D could
be the cause of end-of-semester sickness.
With the change of season from fall
to winter, it can be hard to get a healthy
amount of Vitamin D, due to lack of sunlight.
Being out in the sun is how most
people typically get their daily dose of
Vitamin D. But in wintery weather the
sun doesn’t always shine.
Katelyn Christensen, junior sociology major, said she isn’t very active during
the winter months other than going to
the Wellness Center.
However, there are other options for
people to get the daily amount of Vitamin D besides relying on the sun.
Shelly Brandenburger, lecturer from
College of Education and Human Sciences, explained that Vitamin D is necessary for maintaining healthy bones
and muscles.
Vitamin D is a fat-soluble vitamin
that is naturally available in a few foods,
but can be added to others as a dietary
supplement, according to the National
Institutes of Health.
Fatty fish, such as salmon, mackerel,
herring and tuna are good sources of Vitamin D.
Other foods that are a good source of
Vitamin D and easier to find on a college
campus are egg yolks or fortified products, such as orange juice or milk, as well
as cheese and yogurt.
Another way to get the necessary
amount of Vitamin D is through supplements.
Supplements don’t prevent diseases like heart disease, autoimmune disease, diabetes or cancer, according to a
new study published by the British Medical Journal.
Individuals taking these supplements
are still at risk for the common cold and
flu, but that doesn’t mean people should
stop taking them.
However, supplements may be beneficial to people at high risk of falls and
fractures.
“Vitamin D is necessary to maintaining healthy bones and is being studied
for its potential role in several other aspects of health including cancer,” Bran-

denburger said. “Though having too
much Vitamin D may also cause certain
cancers as I always say in class ‘it’s the
balance matters.’”
There can be consequences for individuals who don’t get the daily amount
they need, be it through sun, food or
supplements.
Victor Georgiev, junior human biology major mentioned that he used to take
Vitamin D supplements, but stopped after awhile.
“I feel worse without taking them
and I don’t know why I just stopped. I
don’t know that it’s the reason, but not
taking them could be a correlation,” he
said.
Low levels of Vitamin D are associated with depression, especially during the
winter, according to an article by Vitamin D Council.
Depression is a mental illness common among college students across the
nation. Around this time of year students can often feel overwhelmed and
lonely, according to the article by the Vitamin D Council.
“It can become quite stressful during
this time of year and to help with that
I try to sleep for eight hours,” Georgiev
said. “I also put breaks into my homework to clear my mind by going to the
Wellness Center and goof around.”
Thirty percent of college students
have reported feeling so “down” that
it was hard to function, according to
the National Alliance of Mental Illness
(NAMI).
Lower Vitamin D status was associated with higher depression scores even
after some students spent time outdoors
into consideration, said the article by the
Vitamin D Council.
Eating healthy foods and exercising
can be vital to lowering anxiety and depression, reported NAMI.
Though keeping Vitamin D levels
normal can also be an important role in
lowering depression.
Abigail Gebro, sophomore business
economics major, said staying healthy
during the winter can be difficult, but it
isn’t impossible.
“I eat a lot of fruit and vegetables,
and I would definitely recommend to
people to eat healthy and exercise,” Gebro said.

of hate crimes that have been
reported by news media.
Johnson said he taped the
flag to his door, not as a response to the result of the
presidential election, but as
an expression of his bisexuality and a way to make his door
“look pretty.”
Johnson believes it is possible that the messages on his
door may have been related to
the presidential election but
said “those things would have
been written whether there
was an election or not.”
U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch said hate crimes
against Jewish people, African
Americans and LGBT+ individuals has increased since
the election results were announced.
Students’ Association Senator Amanda Dickson, a junior pharmacy major, identifies as a conservative libertarian and voted for Donald
Trump in the 2016 election.

She said she does not condone
the words written on Johnson’s door.
“What happened to this
student doesn’t represent conservative values or Donald
Trump supporters at all, only
possibly a minor group of us,”
Dickinson said. “We need to
have respect for all people,
even if we are different.”
After Johnson received the
messages on his door, he said
he has been fortunate to receive community support, including an anonymous message of support delivered under his door.
“This doesn’t affect the
way that I look at myself,
mainly because of the amount
of support that I’ve gotten
from people,” Johnson said.
“It’s been really great to receive support from my family and friends and everyone
from GSA.”

Human Resources: (605) 6884128
Residential Life: (605) 688-5148
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Lifestyles Editor
It’s that season again. The one filled with snow and ice and everything pumpkin spice flavored. But it’s also the
season for comfort food and gifts. No matter which holidays are being celebrated on campus or at home, gifts are
always appropriate for friends, loved ones and family members. The challenge in college is trying to do things on
a budget, so here are some doable crafts and recipes in the dorms and on a budget.

the

DIY-er:

Mason Jar Snow Globe

Break out the hot glue gun, fake
snow and mason jars to treat
yourself to night of DIY holiday gifts

Mason Jar Recipes

SELENA YAKABE
Lifestyles Editor

SELENA YAKABE
Lifestyles Editor

Mason jars are life. Well, maybe that’s a bit of an extreme exaggeration, but it seems like mason jars can
be used for just about anything — including gifts.
We’ll include some other simple holiday crafts
that can be used as decorations for a dorm or house,
but also make good gifts for family members and
friends.
Just be aware, the process may get a little messy.
But the messier it gets, the more of a mastercraftsman you are. Just keep telling yourself that. And if
you’re thinking to yourself at this moment, “I’m not
very good at crafts,” no worries. This is a pretty foolproof process.

With the cold weather season in full-swing, it’s time
to get out the cold-weather recipes. Cooking in the
dorms isn’t always easy, but here are a few recipes that
can be prepared and portioned out ahead of time, then
dumped into a pot with a few ingredients later, making
cooking simpler for dorm life. These mason jar recipes
can also make good gifts if you are looking for something simple and homemade.
For these recipes, I recommend using a one-quart
canning jar for the second recipe, and one-pint canning
jars for the other two, so there’s enough space to fit all
the ingredients. The best part about mason jars is their
lid — it makes it easy to close and save these recipes for
later use.
For reference, I added in the cost of the materials.
All of these are based off Wal-Mart prices and do not
include tax.

Supplies:
•

•
•
•
•

Mason jars (I recommend finding ones that
don’t have any embossed logos or writing on the
side, otherwise it can take away from the winter
scene inside the snowglobe)
Small figurines (these can be whatever you
want)
Fake snow (you can get this at Wal-Mart in big
or small bags)
Water
Hot glue gun and glue sticks

Comments: I feel like I should put the disclaimer out there
that this involves the use of a hot glue gun. Like the name
implies, the glue gets really hot. Like burn off your fingerprints and lose nerve function hot. So just be careful.

Directions:
1.

Glue the figurines to the inside of the lid with
the hot glue gun

Cooking essentials:
•
•
•

1 big pot
1 frying pan
1 wooden spoon

LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian

•

1 set of measuring cups and
spoons
Pint or Quart-sized, widemouthed mason jars

•

Texas 2-Step Soup

Beef Chili Soup

What you’ll need for each jar:

What you’ll need for each jar:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 brown gravy mix package
2 tbsp chili powder
2 tsp dried oregano
1 tsp ground cumin
1 tsp dried minced onion
1/2 tsp garlic salt (or garlic powder)
10-12 tortilla chips, crushed
1-1.25 cups of pasta (macaroni or shells)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1/2 cup dried red kidney beans
1/2 cup dried navy beans
1/2 cup dried black beans
1/3 cup dried minced onions
2 to 3 tbsp chili powder
2 tbsp dried cilantro or parsley flakes
2 tsp ground cumin
1 tsp salt
1/2 tsp dried minced garlic (I used garlic powder again)

Directions for the jar:
1.

Use a canning funnel (or any funnel) that has
about a 2-inch neck. This will make it easier to fill the jars. Be sure to use a wide-mouth,
1-quart canning jar.
2. Layer ingredients in the order given: bouillon,
onion flakes, split peas, small shape pasta, barley, lentils, rice and enough tricolor spiral pasta
to fill the jar.
3. Attach the following recipe to the jar.

Directions for the jar:

1. Layer the ingredients in a 1-pint jar.
2. Close jar securely; decorate top with cloth and
ribbon.
3. Attach the following recipe to the jar.

2. Fill the mason jar with water
Comments: You should try to fill it with as much water as
possible so there is less of an air bubble at the top.
3. Add in the fake snow
Comments: This is where it gets a little messy. Fake snow
is much like glitter, and it can get everywhere pretty easily.

LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian

What you’ll need for the soup:

4. Put the lid on (with the figurines attached) and
tighten the ring
Comments: The globe shouldn’t leak, but if you really feel
the need, you can put some hot glue around the rim for
good measure before gluing on the figurines.
DISCLAIMER:
I have never made
a snowglobe before,
so I have no idea
how long they tend
to last. I’m pretty sure if you don’t
throw it against
a wall or store it
where the temperature fluctuates
greatly, it should
be fine for quite a
while. If it looks
a little wonky or
just flat out horrible, don’t worry, it’s
just the homemade
LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian character.
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•
•
•

2 lbs ground beef or boneless beef chuck
6 cups water
3 14 ½ ounce cans tomato juice

What you’ll need for the soup:
•
•
•
•

1 lb ground beef or pork
7 cups of water
1 15 oz can of corn with red and green peppers
1 15 oz can of diced tomatoes

Directions for the soup:
1.

In large kettle, brown 1 pound ground beef or
stew beef. Cut into bite-size pieces in a little olive oil.
2. Remove tricolor pasta from top of jar and reserve.
3. Add the rest of the jar contents to the kettle
with 12 cups water.
4. Let come to a boil and simmer 45 minutes. If
adding tricolor pasta, simmer 15 minutes more.

Recipe adapted from: http://www.recipegoldmine.
com/foodgiftsoup/colorful-soup-mix.html

Directions for the soup:
1.

Brown half of the meat in 1 tablespoon vegetable oil.
2. Remove meat and brown other half of meat.
Drain off the oil.
3. Add ingredients from the jar, plus 6 cups water;
bring to a boil, reduce heat, cover and simmer
for 1 1/2 to 2 hours until beans are tender.
4. Add 3 cans tomato juice. Bring to a boil then reduce heat, cover and simmer for 15 minutes.

Recipe adapted from: http://www.recipegoldmine.
com/foodgiftsoup/beef-chili-soup-mix.html

Happy holidays from our Collegian
family to yours!
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“Fantastic Beasts:” a heartfelt, exciting return to the “Harry Potter” world
Movie night
with

Ian Lack

Editor’s Note: The grading system used
here is similar to the 10-point scale used in
SDSU
courses.

GRADE: A-

Magic folk and muggles alike should
rejoice.
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them” is an emotional, complex
and, most importantly, magical tale
with a surprisingly engaging plot and
wonderful visuals.
“Fantastic Beasts” is possibly the
most nostalgia-heavy film this year.
The movie capitalizes on the success of the popular “Harry Potter” book
series and film franchise that were at
the forefront of pop culture in the early 2000s.

If all of the non-original films released in recent years were this good,
I wouldn’t complain about the lack of
ingenuity in Hollywood.
The story takes place in 1926 when
a “magizoologist” by the name of Newt
Scamander (Eddie Redmayne) has just
completed a global study of magical
creatures.
The Brit intends to write a textbook
with the information gathered during
his travels, which will become the same
textbook used by Harry Potter decades
later.
Scamander travels to New York City
for one last magical errand when a NoMaj (the American name for Muggle),
named Jacob (Dan Fogler), accidentally unleashes some of Scamander’s creatures on the city.
Tina (Katherine Waterson), a former officer for the Magical Congress of
the United States, quickly pursues the
case of the missing creatures.
However, it becomes quickly ap-

parent that darker forces are at work
when it’s revealed certain characters
within the magical administration are
misusing power to exploit others for
their own gain.
When several No-Maj people are
killed and Scamander, his creatures
and new friends are blamed, the group
is forced to confront the dark side of
their secret magical world and the
prejudice surrounding them.
While many of the lead actors are
still unknown to most audiences, they
do a great job of coming into their own
as these characters.
“Harry Potter” writer and creator
J.K. Rowling does an excellent job as
screenwriter for this film, weaving in
the same wonder, surprise and danger
we’ve come to expect from the franchise.
Director David Yates, who directed
four of the original films, returned to
direct “Fantastic Beasts” and did an excellent job selling the idea of magic in

North America.
Yates has successfully created the
first “Harry Potter” film that exists
without “the boy who lived.”
I had a chance to see the film in
3-D and I must say the film makes excellent use of the technology, pushing
the film’s fantastically-designed creatures toward the audience throughout
the film.
But, above all, one of the most
memorable things about this film is its
warmth.
Something about sitting in the theater made me wish I was in front of a
fireplace with a hot cup of apple cider
— I was grateful to leave the cinema to
discover snowfall outside.
“Fantastic Beasts” is the perfect
film to see with family during the holiday season.
Ian Lack is an advertising major at
SDSU and can be reached at ian.lack@
jacks.sdstate.edu.

Jack’s Weekly

Horoscopes
Aries

With frosty weather
here, getting your feet
wet and hopping in
the snow may sound
much more appealing
than sitting down and
studying. But focus on
one day at a time — the
semester is almost
over.

Libra

Be willing to embrace
new things this holiday
season. If you’re flying
solo to all the holiday
parties, you may just
find a Jackrabbit
that catches your eye.
Share a few carrots and
get to know each
other.

Taurus

Although the holiday
season is about sharing
your carrots and
spreading good will,
don’t feel like you have
to give away all your
carrots. It is great
to help out a fellow
Jackrabbit, but don’t
overdo it.

Scorpio

Though you have
good intentions, don’t
use up all your Hobo
Dough on gifts and
food for the holidays.
A homemade gift can
be just as meaningful,
if not more, to your
fellow Jackrabbits. And
it’s more cost effective!

Gemini

This is the season
of showing other
Jackrabbits how much
you care about them.
But you may not be
very good at expressing
this. Don’t fret — a
bushel of carrots and
a kind word can go a
long way.

Sagittarius

It’s the season to fulfill
all your dreams and
desires, Jackrabbit. In
order to make dreams
become reality, it may
help to write them
down. Share your
vegetables with friends
— it never hurts to
spread good karma.

Cancer

It’s time to take a few
cautious hops toward
achieving your goals,
Jackrabbit. Try to build
a giant snowman or
tackle some other great
feat. Nothing can hold
you back with snow on
the ground and holiday
cheer in the air.

Capricorn

You may be afraid the
frost will affect any
intention you had of
moving forward with
your goals, but don’t
let the weather keep
you from leaping great
distances. The ground
may be hard, but you
will still find carrots.

Leo
With the semester
almost over and
the holiday season
underway, you could
have more time to
invest carrots into a
romantic plan for your
Jackrabbit partner.
Don’t be afraid to mix
up the routine.

Aquarius

The holiday season
could bring you closer
to a Jackrabbit buddy.
If you’re dreading
looking forward to
spending winter break
with family or just
have a lull in activities,
they could be a good
shoulder to lean on.

Virgo

Gift giving can be a
tedious task this winter
because you never
know whether someone
will prefer carrots or
cabbages. But you are
better at gift-giving
than you give yourself
credit for — go with
your gut.

Pisces

You’re social life looks
hopping this holiday
season. Friends may
be inviting you to
different parties and
holiday gatherings,
but don’t wear yourself
out by trying to attend
them all. Prioritize,
Jackrabbit.
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Taryn Christion carries the ball during the game at Northern Iowa on Nov. 13. The Jacks won 45-24 over the Panthers, becoming the 2016 Missouri Valley Football Conference Champions. The Jacks take on the Villanova
Wildcats Dec. 3.

One goal left to accomplish
TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter
For the first time in program history, the
South Dakota State football team won the
Missouri Valley Football Conference and
earned a first round bye in the FCS playoffs.
These have been goals for the program
since they went to the FCS in 2004. SDSU’s
win against the Northern Iowa Panthers (4524) was the moment they broke the glass.
Now there’s only one goal left for this program to accomplish: a national championship.
“We’re focused on going 1-0 each week
and if we do that we can reach our ultimate
goal,” SDSU Head Coach John Stiegelmeier said.

The Jacks will face the Villanova Wildcats
Saturday, Dec. 3 in Brookings to take their
first step toward that goal. The Wildcats defeated the Saint Francis Red Flash 31-17 to
move to the second round of the playoffs.
Defensively, the Wildcats shined again
as they have all year. Their defensive line recorded six total sacks, an interception and a
forced fumble that they were unable to recover. Senior defensive lineman Tanoh Kpassagnon led that defensive charge with two and
a half sacks to his name.
Kpassagnon leads the Wildcats with 11
sacks this season, which is tied for fourth in
the FCS.
“[He’s] a NFL Draft prospect,” Stiegelmeier said.
Villanova’s defense is one of the best in

the FCS, ranking third in total defense of the
year. The rushing and passing defense ranks
in the top ten for FCS statistical rankings.
However, the Jackrabbits have faced some
tough defenses in the Missouri Valley, since
Youngstown State is ranked eighth in total
defense in the FCS.
“Their [Villanova] defense is a bit different, the level of competition is the same as
the Valley teams but they run a scheme that
we aren’t used to,” Stiegelmeier said.
Defense isn’t the only strong suit for the
Wildcats. The Wildcats can get it done on offense with their rushing attack as they rank in
the top twenty FCS for rushing offense at seventeen.

Continued to B2

Jacks excited to host
third-ranked Hawkeyes

Ellie Thompson reigns on the
court through dedicated effort
HANNAH NIEMAN
Sports Reporter
Ellie Thompson has seen plenty of success on the basketball
court.
The 6-foot-1-inch junior
forward is a three-year starter for the South Dakota State
women’s basketball team and
was a Summit League Preseason First Team pick.
She was named to the
All-Summit League Second
Team as a sophomore and the
Summit League All-Newcomer
Team as a freshman.
In high school, Thompson
was a finalist for Minnesota
Miss Basketball and a McDonald’s All-American nominee.
In fifth grade, though, she
didn’t make the cut for a traveling basketball team.
For Thompson, a Chaska,
Minnesota native, fifth grade
was the first year she could
try out for a traveling team in
Minnesota. Tryouts were held
for three teams: an A, B and
C team. The teams were then
posted online.
“I went into tryouts and
came home from school and I
just remember we looked it up
online and we couldn’t find my
name. We were like ‘There must
be a mistake or something,’”
Thompson said. “So it turns
out, out of all three teams — A,
B, C — I didn’t make a team. I
was seriously devastated.”
In order to give Thompson the experience of travel-

ing basketball, her dad decided to create his own team with
Thompson and a few other girls
who were also cut. They called
themselves “The D Team.”
It was around that same
time Thompson’s parents decided to put a sport court in the
backyard. Thompson made it a
point to go out and shoot with
her brother every day.
“I feel like that was kind of
what sparked my love for basketball,” Thompson said. “I was
never the tallest or the most
athletic, but I always made it
a point from the day I got cut
that every day my dad and I
would go early and I would
have to make 10 layups with
just my right hand and 10
layups with just my left hand,
and from then on I’ve had a
habit of coming early to gym
and working on it.”
Though Thompson saw improvement, she never made the
A team. She made the C team
in sixth grade and the B team
in seventh grade. In her eighth
grade year, Thompson was
pulled up to the ninth grade
high school team due to their
lack of players.
“My ninth grade year I tried
out for Varsity and ended up
making it,” Thompson said.
“For some reason, I didn’t start
the first game, but then started
all the games after that. Somehow from that point on, I found
a knack for it.”

Continued to B2

TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter
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Ellie Thompson is a three-year starter for SDSU, but she was
cut from her basketball team in fifth grade, prompting her dad to
create “The D Team.”

After facing two nationally ranked teams in the
first two duals of the season, the South Dakota State wrestling team will face another daunting challenge this Friday: the USA Today No. 3
ranked Iowa Hawkeyes in Brookings.
The Jackrabbits look to bounce back as they
suffered their first loss of the season against
the No. 16 Minnesota Gophers. In the dual, the
Jackrabbits lost the last four matches, including a decisive heavyweight disqualification that
led to the Jacks’ narrow defeat.
“We’re over it. [We] took a couple days to
digest it and talk about what was good and bad,
but we put it behind us,” said Head Coach Chris
Bono.
They will need to come back strong, as
the Iowa Hawkeyes have the top ranked 125and 133-pounders in the country with seniors
Thomas Gilman and Cory Clark, according to
InterMat. Sam Stoll, sophomore heavyweight
for the Hawkeyes, is ranked sixth.
“We see it as an opportunity and we love it.
It’s a chance to wrestle the best in the country,”
Bono said.
The Jackrabbits boast ranked wrestlers in
sophomore 133-pounder Seth Gross, ranked
seventh, and junior 197-pounder Nathan
Rotert, ranked fifth.
The 133 match will feature two top 10 wrestlers, as Clark and Gross will take each other
on.
Bono said the keys for the Jackrabbits to
topple Iowa include fighting every second they
are on the mat and being physical.
In the last home dual against the then No.
18 ranked Iowa State Cyclones, Bono said they
tried to create a “circus-like atmosphere.” It
paid off, as the Jackrabbits beat the Cyclones
27-9.

Continued to B2
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ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK

MIKE
DAUM

GOJACKS.COM

ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
THIEN NGUYEN • The Collegian

Kyle Paris is tackled during the Nov. 19 game at the University of Northern Iowa. The Jacks defeated the Panthers 45-24 and claimed the Missouri Valley Football Conference
championship. SDSU hosts Villanova University at Dana J. Dykhouse on Dec. 3 at 2 p.m. in the second round of the FCS playoffs.

FOOTBALL
Average Per Game >>Continued
from B1

SDSU

Points Scored: 37.4
Total Yards: 481.7
Passing: 314.4
Rushing: 167.4
Points Allowed: 28.4
Total Yards Allowed: 403.4

VILLANOVA

Points Scored: 25.8
Total Yards: 383.6
Passing: 168.5
Rushing: 215.1
Points Allowed: 15.4
Total Yards Allowed: 265.0

For the Jackrabbits, they have a shot to do
something that hasn’t been done in school history — make it out of the second round of the
FCS Playoffs.
“It’s a one-game season now and we are
playing to play another week,” Stiegelmeier
said.
They were relying heavy on their passing
game in the beginning weeks of the season, but
junior running back Brady Mengarelli came
on strong at the end of the regular season with
310 rushing yards in the last three games.
They will have to decide on Saturday, if
they want to continue to run the ball with
Mengarelli or throw the ball, which is something they have done very well this season.
Sophomore quarterback Taryn Christion
has 3,369 total passing yards on the season,
which has him ranked fifth in the FCS.
Stiegelmeier said the Jacks are going into

the game with an open mind and will do whatever it takes to beat the Wildcats.
The weather might become a factor in the
Jackrabbits’ passing attempt with early forecasts indicating temperatures in the mid-30s
with moderate wind.
On defense, the Jacks are led by redshirt
freshman linebacker Christian Rozeboom. He
has 107 total tackles, which leads the team and
puts him at third in the MVFC in that category.
The question is which Jackrabbit defense
shows up.
The one that held No. 1 North Dakota State to 17 points or the one who let up 38
points and more than 600 yards to Cal Poly?
This will be the first home playoff game for
SDSU since 2012. The hope for the Jackrabbits is a stadium filled with fans rooting them
on.
“We need the students, tickets are free and
what else are you going to do on a Saturday?”
Stiegelmeier said with a chuckle.

On a weekend where the South
Dakota State men’s basketball
team went 1-2 in the inaugural
Sanford Pentagon Showcase in
Sioux Falls, sophomore forward
Mike Daum tallied a career-high
of 32 points and six assists in an
81-58 win against University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
This performance made him
this week’s Collegian Sports
Athlete of the Week.
Daum averaged 24 points
in the three games during the
Showcase and is now averaging
20.8 points a game for the
season. The Jacks will be back in
action at home Nov. 30 against
Minnesota Crookston.

Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Kimball,
Nebraska
Major: Advertising

>> WRESTLING
Continued from B1
Bono hopes they’ll have the
same crowd and result.
“There’s 1,200 pre-sold tickets [for the Iowa dual], and we
are going to have the band and
the cheerleaders so hopefully we
can create a hostile environment
for those guys,” Bono said.
The Jacks hope to use home
advantage to top the Hawkeyes.
“Our guys wrestled better
at home versus Iowa State than
what we did at Minnesota, and
that is sometimes because of
the home and away advantages,” Bono said. “We still need to
put together another good performance.”
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The Jacks currently stand 1-1 for the season. Their next match is on Dec. 2 against the University of Iowa at 7:30 p.m. in Frost Arena.

Ellie Thompson, a junior from Chaska, Minn., is averaging 10 points and 4.5 rebounds a game. Thompson and the Jacks are home against the University of Arkansas - Pine Bluff on Dec. 3 at 6 p.m.

>> ELLIE
Continued from B1
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Shortly after, Thompson began playing for an Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) team and later became part of the Minnesota Fury. About halfway through
her first season with the Fury,
Thompson was surprised to
learn that college coaches were
starting to gain interest in her.
One of those coaches, SDSU
Women’s Basketball Head Coach
Aaron Johnston said Thompson’s versatility and competitive
attitude immediately caught his
attention.

“She shoots the ball from
the three-point line pretty well,
she’s a good passer, she handles
the ball, and on top of that she’s
a competitor,” Johnston said.
“She’s got a real drive and determination to win and succeed so
we just loved her effort and her
versatility of skills.”
For Thompson, the decision
to become a Jackrabbit was an
easy one. Though she knew college-level basketball would require even more effort than the
high school level, Thompson experienced a little wake-up call
during her first season at SDSU.
“In high school, I was always
by far the hardest worker and

when I came here I realized everyone else works 10 times harder than I ever did,” Thompson
said. “Having to raise that effort
and being on a whole different
level of physicality and how hard
you sprint on the floor was definitely the biggest adjustment.
Especially in the post, everyone was so much stronger than
me my freshman year so I had to
work really hard in the off-season and in the weight room in
order to hold my own.”
Clearly the hard work has
paid off, and between her work
ethic and love for the sport,
Thompson was able to overcome
her minor setback in fifth grade.

FILE PHOTO • The Collegian

Heading into her junior season, Thompson was averaging
8.3 points and 5.4 rebounds per
game. This season, she is averaging 10 points and 4.5 rebounds
a game.
“It’s weird because most people that play Division I athletics
have always had a dream to play
in college and have always been
working toward that, but the
only reason I ever played it [college athletics] was because I just
love basketball,” Thompson said.
“I think the difference is that I
never really had that dream in
mind, but I don’t know, things
just fell into place and it worked
out really well for me.”
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FANTASY FOOTBALL
By CURTIS SAGER
I apologize for the slight absence in the Fantasy Football Update. Sometimes the holidays and college anxiety are too much to
handle. On a happy note, the playoffs are a week away. I am proud to say that I am sitting pretty in my two prestigious leagues and
not so pretty in my other leagues. Let’s get to it.

Players who exceeded expectations:
COLIN KAEPERNICK

JONATHAN STEWART

MIKE EVANS

JUSTIN TUCKER

Quarterback
San Francisco 49ers

Running Back
Carolina Panthers

Wide Receiver
Tampa Bay Buccaneers

Kicker
Baltimore Ravens

I do not support Colin Kaepernick or anything he stands for, but he had a great
week in fantasy. He threw for almost 300
yards, scored three touchdowns and added another 113 yards rushing. All of that
was good enough for more than 36 fantasy points.
If he was able to produce those numbers every week, there is a good chance
the 49ers would not be doing this poorly.

Stewart has had a streaky year plagued
by injuries. However, he was very solid this week, rushing for 96 yards and
scoring two touchdowns.
His lack of production this season
may have something to do with how
terrible the Panthers have been this
year. Maybe a late season resurgence
can help his team win a few games.

If you had the privilege to watch the Buccaneers face off against the Seahawks
this week, you saw an amazing performance by Evans.
He caught eight passes for 104 yards,
and scored two touchdowns. Evans single handedly won the game for the Buccaneers and has been a complete stud
since coming into the league two years
ago. I expect him to be a dominating
force for the long haul.

Full disclosure — I was going to write
about Jordan Reed here for his stellar
performance this week, but Tucker takes
the cake. He was an absolute machine
this week, kicking field goals from 36, 52,
54 and 57 yards, while also tacking on an
extra point.
More importantly, if you didn’t get a
chance to see his post-game press conference, go look it up right now — amazing.

Who to watch for next week:
ALEX SMITH

CHRISTINE MICHAEL

STEFON DIGGS

ERIC EBRON

Quarterback
Kansas City Chiefs

Running Back
Green Bay Packers

Wide Receiver
Minnesota Vikings

Tight End
Detriot Lions

This is not the time of year to mess with
a working roster — especially if your
team is excelling. If you need a late season push, though, Smith might be a good
option for you this week. He is playing
the Falcons who, up to this point, have
given up the most points to opposing
quarterbacks.
I expect Alex Smith and Matt Ryan to
have a good, old-fashioned shootout this
week in a high scoring game.

Michael is not a lock for a starting position
yet, but he is absolutely worth an add. He
is likely going to be a major factor in the
Packers backfield in coming weeks.
The Packers have not had any production in the running game this year as Eddy
Lacy, James Starks, Ty Montgomery and
even Aaron Rodgers have all been their
top runners at one point. The former Seahawk should bolster this lacking squad by
the end of the year.

Diggs should be healthy after suffering
multiple injuries over the past few weeks.
Dallas has given up the fourteenth most
points to opposing wide receivers this
year, which is not superb but still an advantage.
The most important thing to recognize here is the fact that the Vikings run
game is garbage, and the Cowboys offense
is awesome. There is a great chance for
Diggs to catch a ton of passes and hopefully score a lot of touchdowns.

Ebron is being started in less than half
of all leagues, and honestly, he should be
starting in all leagues. He is producing
greatly in the Detroit offense this season
and they are playing the Saints this week,
who we can all recognize as being awful when it comes to defending any sort of
passing game.
If you have him on your bench, consider playing him.

That’s it for this week. As mentioned earlier, the playoffs are just around the corner and the Fantasy Football Update is here to help
guide your team to victory. If you need me for fantasy advice, you can always find me on Twitter @GoodFntsyAdvice.
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Jacks look to rebound
against Panthers
CALEB CHRISTENSEN
Sports Reporter
A four-game road trip will
come to an end for the
South Dakota State women’s basketball team when
they visit the University of
Northern Iowa Panthers (42) Thursday at 7 p.m. in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
The Jacks (4-1) are coming off a tough 74-60 loss
to the No. 12 ranked Oklahoma Sooners on Nov. 23.
Head Coach Aaron Johnston said it was such a good
learning experience playing
an experienced team.
“It wasn’t the high point
for us, but it also wasn’t the
lowest point for us either,”
Johnston said. “There were
some things we did well
against a very good team
and then some bad things
that we need to work on. I
don’t think the team is too
down from it, they know
they could have played better, and I think they are
ready to move on to the
next game and learn from
it.”
Both UNI and SDSU
make a lot of threes each
game. The Panthers have
made 41 threes (6.8 per
game) and the Jacks have
made 39 (7.8 per game).
One of the major keys,
Johnston said, is to not let
the Panthers get comfortable on the three-point line.
The SDSU defense only allows about four threes a
game on 25 percent shooting.
Johnston said the Panthers are good at spreading the ball out, making it
hard to key on any one girl.
Leading the team is senior
guard Madison Weekly with
17.4 points per game and
was recently named Missouri Valley Player of the
Week.
“They execute a lot of
different sets and have several different variations
they can run to score the
ball,” Johnston said. “Our
half-court defense is key to
disrupting their offense so
they can’t get into their sev-

eral sets they have, which I
think our half-court defense
is excellent this year.”
South Dakota State’s defense has been outstanding
this year. They have only allowed opponents to score
57.2 points per game on 35
percent shooting. The Panthers have been good on the
other side of the ball as they
score 70 points per game.
Johnston said they need to
make sure they don’t give
up any easy baskets on the
fast break or break down
early in UNI’s offensive sets.
Last year’s matchup
was one for the books as
the game went into double overtime before junior
guard Alexis Alexander
drove from half court and
scored before the buzzer to
force a second overtime period, where the Jacks would
win 89-86.
“I want to be aggressive in any way I can,” Alexander said. “The defensive
end is where I want to be
the most aggressive in for
sure. I want to pick them up
in the full court to disrupt
their offense from starting.
I want to drive to the basket
as well, so I can get open
shots for my teammates and
make a difference on the
defensive end of the floor.”
Alexander said it’s a new
year and it’s a new Panthers
team. They can’t let the success of last year’s win get in
the way of this year’s game.
She learned to never give up
until the final whistle blows
even after a double overtime game.
“We laid an egg in the
Oklahoma game, but I
think we are ready to move
on and be aggressive for the
rest of the season,” Alexander said.
She said the team is willing to get on the floor after
loose balls, keep pushing,
and keep their heads up.
The game can be seen
live on ESPN3 at 7 p.m. and
the Jacks return home Saturday, Dec. 3, to host Arkansas-Pine Bluff at 6 p.m.
in Frost Arena.
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Getting back on track
Jacks find team identity in Sioux Falls

SCOTT ENGEN
Sports Reporter
The South Dakota State men’s
basketball team continued to
struggle this past weekend,
playing three games and winning one in the Sanford Pentagon Showcase in Sioux Falls.
SDSU lost to UC Irvine and
East Tennessee State by 6352 and 71-59 respectively. The
Jacks dominated in their final
game of the weekend against
Milwaukee, winning 81-58 to
immprove their record to 2-6
and end a four game losing
streak.
Head Coach T.J. Otzelberger
said the difference in the third
game was “valuing the basketball and getting good shots.”
“We knew going into it we
were playing against good competition. We came out of it feeling like, as we went through
the weekend that we improved,”
Otzelberger said. “We went
with a 1-3-1 zone defense and I
think it was good for our team.
We struggled making shots early in the weekend, but really
found some identity and played
great against Milwaukee.”
SDSU recently switched
their defensive scheme to zone
defense instead of man-to-man.

Otzelberger said they made this
change because they now “have
more length.” With this change
the Jacks have forced more
turnovers and improved their
defensive field goal percentage.
Mike Daum excelled against
Milwaukee, tallying a career-high 32 points. Daum also
added six assists, a career-high
and a steal. He was named to
the All-Showcase team as he
averaged 24 points a game in
the three contests.
“We have high expectations
for Mike,” Otzelberger said. “He
really slowed his games down.
We told him, when we throw it
to you just be patient. Mike did
a great job of having composure, reading the defense and
making the extra pass when it
was needed.”
Other top performers for
the Jacks were Reed Tellinghuisen and A.J. Hess. Tellinghuisen had 11 points, two assists and two steals. Hess had
nine points, two assists and one
steal.
On Nov. 30, the Jackrabbits will host Minnesota Crookston. This will be the first of
back-to-back home games for
SDSU. Coach Otzelberger likes
how his team stacks up against
Crookston.

“We’ve got to come out and
set the tone right away. We’ve
found our identity now and we
have to continue to build on it.”
Crookston, a Division II
team, comes into the game
with a 3-2 record and backto-back wins against Waldorf
and Jamestown. They are led
by freshman guard, Harrison
Cleary, who is averaging 21.6
points per game so far this season.
“He’s a really good player, he can score, we got to take
him off the three-point shot.
We have to make sure we don’t
give him easy looks,” Otzelberger said.
Daum leads the Jackrabbits in scoring, averaging 20.8
points per game on the season.
The Jacks switched up their
line up in the game against
Milwaukee due to freshman
Cole Gentry and sophomore
forward Ian Thiesen facing injuries. Freshman point guard
Sergio El Darwich started his
first career game. He scored
seven points and had three assists in the contest.
This will be the first of four
out of the next five games the
Jacks will play at Frost Arena.
Tip off is scheduled for 7:00
p.m on Wednesday.
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Mike Daum scored a career-high 32 points in a 81-58 win over Milwaukee Sunday, Nov. 27 in the final game of the Sanford Pentagon
Showcase in Sioux Falls. The Jacks next home game is Nov. 30 against the University of Minnesota Crookston at 7 p.m.

